
Changing times call for renewed focus on energy efficiency

Business leaders need to get creative in times like these. 
Reopening and ramping up operations likely means doing some things differently. 

Things like changing occupancy schedules so fewer people are in the building at one 
time, increasing air circulation and improving indoor air quality. Or using only part of 
the building in the case of fewer occupants. But changes and modifications like these 
also can affect energy consumption—and that impacts the bottom line. 

Whatever your new game plan is, a Trane Energy Checkup can optimize your building’s  
energy profile to match, by unlocking hidden potential with:

• Data-driven, visual tools to measure and track energy consumption

• Granular analysis of consumption patterns and energy costs over time

• Actionable recommendations on how to adjust energy consumption to reduce energy costs,  
improve energy efficiency and drive sustainability

Energy Checkup 
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To learn more about Trane® Energy Checkup,  
contact your local Trane office or visit Trane.com today.

Advanced tools make energy consumption easier to see and understand
The last thing you need is another spreadsheet filled with data. With Trane Energy Checkup you get an energy 
performance history of the building, including a data-driven image of energy usage by time of day to evaluate 
consumption and cost patterns over time. In addition, Trane experts analyze your building’s energy profile and 
recommend ways to make improvements that lower costs and increase your resiliency.

Making the invisible visible
An energy efficient building is core to building resilience and sustainability—even during uncertain times.

Trane Energy Checkup: 

 Builds a system-wide, data-driven analysis of energy consumed

 Transforms data generated by building meters and submeters into detailed, 
3-D optical energy reports

 Visualizes current and past building energy use as compared to  
peer buildings

  Shows where building assets are performing well, and which need fine-tuning

 Simplifies and visualizes energy data to make it easier to act on

 Provides a comprehensive plan for energy improvement

  Tracks energy efficiency and sustainability progress
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